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RE: Cayenne / Touareg gen 1 / Modular roof 

rack installation V1 and V2 

 

If you have a couple friends the rack can be preassembled on the ground and then 

installed complete on the roof or you can do the install one bar at a time. You can lay 

it all out and space the rails to prefered spacing so that when you install on the 

Cayenne / Touareg it takes the guesswork out. 

Remove cover to expose triple square bolt holding OEM roof rails in place. 
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Next slip the larger Carriage bolts into the OEM rails from the center of the car and 

slide qty 2 to the front and qty 2 bolts to the rear. 
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Now with an extra hand install the roof rails one side at a time setting them into the 

2 holes on front and rear of the rail. Install supplied locking nut and leave slightly 

loose. 

 

 

Now install the roof rails. Install the supplied carriage bolts with the rounded side 

facing out and the nut on the inside of the rails. install the front fairing on the very 

front and tighten down. 

Install all 6 rails in desired places and then go back and tighten all at the same time 

once done. 
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You can use 1 slot to mount each cross bar or you can use two slots side by side to 

mount the cross bar. When installing the bars into 1 slot it will be a tight fit but when 

installed and tightned evenly it will sit flush when torqued all the way down. it will 

look crooked but it will eventually pull all the way in like seen below. Bolts are not 

completely torqued in this pic to sit flush yet. 
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Happy Overlanding! 

 

Cayenne / Touareg gen 1  V2 installation continued 

Install your V1 rack as shown above with the exception of the front fairing. V2 uses a 

low profile fairing  

Using the carriage bolts, plastic spacer and locking nut and the help of a friend set 

the side rail in place. 

[URL= https://hosting.photobucket.com/images/b519/mike_ngo/IMG_0921.jp g" 
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Evenly space out the 4 bolts that will be installed on both sides. Just hand tighten all 

the side rail bolts first then install the front fairing. After the fairing is bolted tight 

you can tighten down the side rails all the way. 

We use heavy duty plastic spacers to minimize rattle and vibrations. When installing 

the nuts to not over tighten. the plastic spacers will squish and crack.  
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On the front fairing install the acorn nut / carriage bolts on the outside so the 

hardware isnt seen. In this photo is acorn nuts. They've since then been upgraded to 

carriage style bolts. 

Once you feel the nut grab the fairing you can leave it there. No need to over tighten 

it has locking nylon on the nut so it wont back off. 

Once the fairing is completely tightened now you can tighten all the side rail bolts ( 

qty 8 ). 
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MORE Photos of V2 hardware spacing. 
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IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, COMMENTS, OR CONCERNS RELATED TO YOUR PRODUCT 

PLEASE CONTACT US! 


